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OF TOMORROW
This course introduces the core programming concepts, relevant files, and scripting language for 
Salesforce B2C Commerce. The course teaches developers how to customize the Site Genesis 
architecture reference application and modify a Commerce Cloud storefront. If you wish to obtain the 
B2C Commerce Developer Official Certification, this course is for you.

Upon completion of this course you will be able to: 

32 hours of classroom training      

In-class

Small class size (12) allows 
morepersonalized learning

Salesforce certified instructors

Exam voucher

OUTCOMES

HIGHLIGHTS

Professionals who have:
 At least two years of experience with Java or JavaScript programming.
 Familiarity with the jQuery library and JSON syntax.

Know how the elements of a B2C Commerce Digital site interact.  
Create cartridges to add reusable functionality to a site. 
Describe the behavior of pipelines in existing sites or LINK cartridges.  
Create and troubleshoot JavaScript controllers to add business logic to a site.  
Create reusable code using ISML templates.  
Use Digital Script API packages to manipulate site elements. 
Use the Forms Framework to control the validation, rendering, and storing consumer-entered values.  
Create and manage jobs using the job scheduler.  
Use Open Commerce APIs and Web Services.  
Use appropriate techniques to troubleshoot issues with site code or site configuration as well as 
optimize site performance.

AIMED AT

CONTENT

Create cartridges to add reusable functionality to a site.
Use JavaScript controllers to add business logic to a site.
Create reusable code using ISML templates.
Use content slots to improve the appearance and flexibility of a site.
Use B2C Commerce Script in ISML templates and script files.
Use the Forms Framework to control the validation, rendering, and storing of 
consumer-entered values.
Maintain pipelines if they exist on a site.
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